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Projective Limits of Probability Spaces* 
M. M. RAO 
hstitute for Advanced Study, Princeton, N. J. 08540 
The classical Kolmogorov theorem on the existence of stochastic process 
has been generalized in several directions following its abstract formulation 
by Bochner. In the first half of the paper a unified exposition of the key results 
of the existing work is given. The second half consists of some characterizations 
of the projective systems admitting projective limits and some applications. 
The latter include a generalization of a theorem of Tulcea on product measures 
involving conditional probabilities, which now need not be regular, and a 
characterization of the regular martingale of Chow and Snell, as a particular 
projective system admitting the projective limit. Comparisons with other work 
and some pertinent remarks are included at several places. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A classical theorem of Kolmogorov says that a necessary and sufficient condi- 
tion for the existence of a real stochastic process on a probability space is that its 
multivariate (or finite-dimensional) distribution functions form a compatible 
family [12]. (Various terms will be defined in the next section.) The proof 
relies heavily on the topology of the Euclidean n-space. The structure 
of this problem becomes clearer when the essential features are abstracted from 
the real line. This was done by Bochner [l] who showed its equivalence with the 
existence of the projective limit of a projective system of probability spaces 
determined by the compatible family of distribution functions involved. He also 
found a sufficient condition for the existence of the projective limit in a general 
case, extending Kolmogorov’s theorem. The abstract case was further studied in 
considerable detail by many authors (e.g., [3, 15, 51) where several sufficient 
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conditions for the existence of the projective limits are found. A unified account 
of these studies appears in [18, Chapters I, II]. 
The purpose of this paper is to analyse the problem further and obtain (i) a 
comparison of the earlier results, and, more importantly, (ii) some characteriza- 
tions of systems admitting projective limits. Thus, after some terminology in the 
next section, a form of the classical Kolmogorov-Bochner existence theorem will 
be given for an understanding of the subject and its perspective. In Section 3 
some generalizations of the existence problem will be treated. The material in 
these two sections is included for a comparison, but its presentation may have 
some independent interest. Section 4 treats some characterizations of projective 
limits and the final section contains further extensions and related results. Thus 
the first haIf emphasizes a unified exposition of the available work, while the last 
half contains the main part of the paper including a few applications to martingale 
theory and other remarks. 
2. KOLMOGOROV-BOCHNER EXISTENCE THEOREM 
In order to introduce the concepts, consider a classical case explicitly. If T 
is a subset of the line R, let (Fil,...,, :ti~ti,i,<j,n~l,ti~T)beafamily 
of n-dimensional distribution functi”ons on R”, the Euclidean n-space. Then the 
classical theorem of Kolmogorov says: There exists a probability space (Q, Z, P) 
and a real stochastic process {X, , t E T} on it such that for each n 3 1, 
+ : X&J) < x1 3.a.9 Xt,b) < %> = Ftl*...,t,(% ,-.., x,), X~ER (1) 
iff (= if and only if) the following two compatibility conditions hold: 
F til*..., “, t. (xi, Y”*, xi,) = Ftl,...&l >..., 4, Pb) 
where (ii ,..., i,) is a permutation of (l,..., n). However, the fundamental nature 
of these conditions is better appreciated when their essential part is abstracted. 
Thus let D be the class of all finite subsets of T, directed by inclusion. If 
v,, : Rn t-+ P (m < n) denotes the coordinate projection, and if P, is the 
Lebesgue-Stiltjes (LS) measure on the Bore1 sets of Ra, a: ED, determined by 
the distribution function Ft, ,.... t, , a = (tl ,..., t,), then both the conditions of (2) 
can be combined into one: P, = PB 0 ?T;,, where 01 < & rmB : RB tt RN and 
W, &, Pm), (R6, z;, , Pa) are the corresponding LS-measure spaces. [Some 
authors also denote this as P, = r&P,& since P, is the image’of PB under rr,, .] 
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It is clear that the preceding reformulation does not use the Euclidean structure 
of Rd and thus admits the following generalization: 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let ((s2,, Z;, , P,), LY. ED} be an indexed family of measure 
spaces with D as a directed set (i.e., D is ordered by a relation “ <” and for any 
d,,d,inDthereisadEDsuchthatdi~d,i=1,2).Let{g,,,a:~B,a,Bin 
D> be a family of mappings such that (a) g,, : Q, w Sz, , g$(&) C & so that 
g,, are (& , Q-measurable, (b) for any a < B G y, g,, 0 gO, = geav , g,, = 
identity, and (c) P, = PO 0 g$, a: < /?. Then the collection {(Sz, , I=, , P, , gl&e, 
a, /3 in D} is called a compatible family, or a projective system, of measure spaces 
relative to {gMs , 01 < /3 in D}. If, moreover, Qa’s are topological spaces, the gas 
are also required to be continuous. 
If Sz, = Ra, Z= = Bore1 o-field, P, : ,Za F+ [0, I] is an LS-measure, and 
g,, = v,~ , then this definition reduces to (2). Some authors (e.g., [3]) use the 
term “inverse system” for the same concept. Taking g,, = ~~a , but Qn,‘s being 
general topological spaces, the following result, which will be called the 
Kolmogorov-Bochner Theorem here, will be established. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let T be any index set and D the class of all its finite subsets, 
directed by inclusion. Let (Q, , Z&r be a family of measurable spaces where Q, is a 
topological space and & is a a-field containing all the compact subsets of 9,. 
Suppose, for 01 E D, Sz, = x teaQt , .Za = x t4a.Zt , and P, : .& i--t [0, l] so that 
(Q, , & , P,) is a probability space. If f  or each 01 E D, P, is inner regular relative to 
the compact sets of 52, (product topology), i.e., for any A E &, P,(A) = 
sup{P&C) : C C A, C compact}, and n=,s : Qe F+ Qa (a < fi), rr, = rra, : QnT = 
x M-4 - Q, > 01, /I in D, are coordinate projections, then there exists a unique 
probability measure Pr on (Q, , L;) such that P, = Pr 0 rr;’ for each cx E D iff 
wn, > & > pa > %A43 > 01, p in D} is a projective system relative to the mappings 
{rr,e}. When this holds, Pr is inner regular on Z; relative to the class %? of cylinders 
with compact bases in sZa’s. [Here 2; = x $Yt .] 
Proof. The proof is an abstraction of a classical case, and the computations 
will also be useful later on. It is not an indirect proof. 
The direct part is immediate. In fact, the coordinate projections rrua : s2, H Q, , 
r% : 9, t+ QW , (OL, /3 E D) being continuous, measurable, and compatible, 
suppose there is a PT on (Q, , Cr) with P, = PT 0 rr;‘. Then for any A E ZG and 
(Y < /I, since irN, 0 ~a = r, , 
P,(A) = (PT o $)(A) = P&;‘(A)) 
(3) 
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Hence P, = PO 0 ?r$, and ((s2, , & , P, , w&~~, cr, /I in D} is a projective 
system relative to (~~a}. The nontrivial part is the converse. (Note that no regula- 
rity hypothesis is needed for this part.) 
For the sufficiency, let V be the class of all cylinder sets in Q, each of whose 
bases is a compact set in J2, , for an 01 E D. Thus C E 92 iff C = r;‘(A) for some 
compact A C Giti . Let Z** = *;‘(&i), and Z,, = (JasD &*. Then 2s is a field 
and, by definition of the product a-field, Z;. is generated by ZO. To prove the 
theorem, using the inner regularity of Pa’s, it suffices to show that (i) a set func- 
tion P, can be defined on Z,, in terms of P,‘s, (ii) PT is (inner) regular on Z,, 
relative to +?, and (iii) PT is u-additive. Then by the Hahn extension theorem 
[7, p. 1361, P, has a unique extension to Zr with the stated properties. 
(i) To define PT on &, , let A E Zk* n &*. Then there exist A, E C, , 
A, E & such that A = v;~(A,) = rra’(AJ. If y = OL u ,8 E D, then, with 
7rm = n-NY 0 iry , vB = 7roxav 0 irv , since 01 < y, /3 < y, 
7f;lo ?rZ(A,) = ?$(A,) = $(A,) = Try1 0 n-$(A,). (4) 
But n$ : QY H Qr is injective so that (4) implies ?r,;l’(A,) = riG(A,). This and 
the compatibility of 7ra’s yield 
p&Q = (PY o Gwl) = (PY o ?aA2) = p&u (5) 
Now define P, for A E Zs by the equation 
P,(A) = J-‘&Q (= P,(4), (6) 
and, because of (5), P, is unambiguously defined, is nonnegative and is finitely 
additive on Z,, . Equation (6) also implies P, = P, 0 7~:~. Note that no property 
of the range of P, or of the topology of QU is used in this definition, and this fact 
will be used later. 
(ii) To see that PT is inner regular, let A = n;‘(B) E L’,, , for some B E & . 
Then using (6), 
P,(A) = P,(B) = sup(P,(C) : CC B, C compact} 
= sup{Pr(~;r(C)) : n;‘(C) C A, C compact in Q,} 
< sup{Pr(C) : C E %, C C A}. 
Since PT is monotone, P,(A) > P=(C) for any C C A, C E Z,, . So 
P,(A) = sup{Pr(C) : C C A, C E ‘is>, 
and PT is inner regular for +?. 
(7) 
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(iii) To prove the o-additivity of PT on Z,, , the following property of % 
has to be established: 
Suppose that, for the moment, (*) is true. Then for (iii), it suffices to show that 
PT(A,) -+ 0 for any {A,} C ,&, A, \ 4. Thus let {AIL} be such a sequence, and 
E > 0 be given. By (ii) there is a C, E %?, C, C A, and 
PAA,) < P,(G) + Qn. (8) 
Since {C,} need not be monotone, let B, = &i C, E V. Then (B,} C $7 
is also an approximating sequence to {A,} in that an inequality like (8) is true. 
In fact, by the additivity of PT 
pTG u C2> + pTG n C2) = pT(Cl) + pT(C2) 
2 PAAd + P,(4) - (4 + 43. 
But C, u C, C A, u A, = A, and so PT(A1) - PT(CI u C,) > 0. Thus 
p,(B,) = p,(C, n C,) 2 pT(A2) - (4 + Q2). (9) 
Similarly, using Cs and B, , C, and B, , etc., it is easily seen that 
PT(B,) 2 P&%) - i 42’. 
k=l 
(10) 
However, + = nt=r A, 3 nz=, B, , and by (*) this implies fly=, B, = r#~ for 
some m = m, , i.e., B = + Thus (10) implies P*(A,) < E and this gives (iii) 
since E > 0 is arbitrary: So it remains to prove (*). 
The proof of (*) is essentially that of [8, Theorem 2.31, and since this step is 
crucial here, the details will be supplied. Consider the collection V, = (C,} of 
the hypothesis. Then for each n, there exists 01, E D such that 
C, = K+, x x Q, , 
ST--o, 
where Kan C sZtin is compact and nonvoid. Let T’ = (Jn 0~~ and, for each t E T’, 
let LY, be a minimal index from this collection, containing t. If Km, is the corre- 
sponding set from the above collection, set Kt = nt a , ,(K,,) where t is written 
for {t} E D, for simplicity. Since the projection mappings are continuous, and 
Kan compact, it follows that each K, is compact, [7, p. 171. Then KT, = 
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x teT’ Kt C Sz,, is also compact. Since C, f 4, (due to the above choice of t) 
Kt is also nonvoid and so is KT, . Let w,, E !& be a fixed point such that nt(w,,) E Kt 
for t E T’, which is clearly possible. Define a compact set as 
C = KT, x x {n-t(wO)} C Q, . 
ST-T’ 
Then C is also nonvoid. Now with the hypothesis of (*), it will be shown that 
there is a net {wF , F E F} C C whose ultrafilter converges to a point w E C 
(due to compactness), where for each F, wF E r)ccEF C, , F being a finite set. This 
will establish the desired result. 
Let 9 be the set of all finite subcollections of V,, . Then for each FE 9, 
ncoF G f 4, by hypothesis. Since C, = ?r;J(K, ), let TF = u {cu, : C, EF}. 
Then TF is finite for each F E 9, and by hypothesis” on %,, , 
So let wF be an element of this intersection. Since T& T’, nt(wF) E Kt for each 
t E TF . Now let wF E &- be an element such that 7rt(wF) = nt(wF) for t E TIi, 
and = rt(w,,) for t E T - TF . This is obviously possible since A?, = x tET 52, . 
Then wF E n&F G, and looking at the definition of C above, wF E C also. 
Since P can be considered as a directed set under inclusion, the net 
{wF , F E g} C C. Let E be an ultrafilter determined by this net in C, i.e., by the 
filter formed of all the terminal sequences of this net. Since C is compact, 6’ 
converges to a point CT, in C, [7, p. 301. Thus for any Ct E W,, , there is an F E g 
with the one element set [C,] C F. It follows that, for large enough F, Al, E nceF G, 
and hence (;, E C, for each C, E %?,, . Thus CT, E nIsg=, C, , and the family V is 
“compact” and (*) is proved. This proves the theorem completely. 
Remark. It is evident that the Cartesian structure of Q, and the properties of 
z-~~‘s have been used in the above proof crucially. The inner regularity of Pa’s 
is also essential. These hypotheses are automatic (and more is true) for distribu- 
tion functions in the original Kolmogorov’s theorem mentioned at the beginning. 
The above formulation is general enough to include the following classical 
result, due to Jessen (cf. [7, p. 2031). 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let (Q, , Zt , P,)t.T be any family of abstract probability 
spaces. Let QT = XtET Q, and Z;. be the a-field generated by the cylinders, 
A = Ai1 x ‘.. X Ain X GT-{ii,...,in] , as before. Then there exists a unique 
probability measure PT on .ZT such that for sets A of the above form P,(A) = 
I~;=I P&%,). 
683/1/x-3 
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Proof. Let D be the class of all finite subsets of T and if LY = (ir ,..., in) E D, 
define P, on C, , the product u-field of !& = x tEOi 52, , as the product measure 
(11) 
If%, : Qs i--t Q, are the coordinate projections, then, clearly, {(Sz,, &, P,, ~,J~so; 
CL, /3 in D} is a projective system relative to {was}. Thus for the conclusion, it 
suffices to verify the “regularity” hypothesis of the above theorem. 
For this proof, it is no restriction to assume that (Q , Zc,, Pi) is complete for 
each t E T. (If not complete it, and if the theorem is true for the larger spaces, 
then it will certainly be true for the given subcollections.) Then each (9, , & , Pt) 
can be regarded as a topological measure space under the topology Yt = 
{pt(A) : A E L’,} where pt : &/N, ++ & is a lifting map and Nt C & is the ring 
of P,-null sets. That this defines a (totally disconnected) topology is shown in 
[9, p. 591. It is uniformizable in the sense that any closed set and a point outside 
it can be separated by a continuous function. Moreover, Yt is the weakest 
topology with respect to which each bounded C,-measurable function is continu- 
ous, and hence .& can be considered as a “Baire u-field” in the topological 
measure space (Q, , Z’, , P, , Yt). This information is sufficient to conclude (after 
looking through the proofs in Halmos’s “Measure Theory”, pp. 219-229, for 
instance) that P, is “regular” and satisfies the hypothesis of the theorem. 
But& = XLEa&, and P, = X tGa P, , given by (11). Then, for the product 
topology, P,, is “regular” on & since compact sets of Yt generate & implies the 
same for Zbi , Cartesian products preserving compactness. Hence the hypothesis 
of Theorem 2.2 is satisfied, and so there exists a unique measure PT : XT t+ [0, l] 
such that P, = PT 0 7;;;l. This is precisely the assertion of Jessen’s theorem. 
Remark. The hypothesis of the above theorem is general enough to unify 
both the Kolmogorov (Qn, = R) and the Jessen (Q, abstract) theorems. These 
two results were always given in the past as two different results, and the unified 
formulation has not (to my knowledge) been explicitly stated. Another (non- 
topological) proof of Corollary 2.3 will be given later, as an application of 
Theorem 4.3. A unification of these two classical theorems has been an important 
motivation for the projective limit theory here. 
These results establish the existence of stochastic processes in abundance 
with laws Pm’s on Qa’s satisfying the ‘regularity’ conditions. (In the case of 
Jessen’s theorem, the process consists of “independent variables”.) However, 
it can happen that Q(or Qr.) and Q, are connected, not by the coordinate map- 
pings, but by a more general system {gms} as in Definition 2.1. In this case the 
existence of (Qr , C, , PT) of the above theorems does not follow from the 
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preceding considerations. It is even necessary to define the measurable space in 
place of (Qr , Zr), more carefully in this context, and then find conditions under 
which such a projective limit space may exist. This will be considered in the 
next section. 
3. SOME GENERALIZATIONS OF THE EXISTENCE PROBLEM 
It will be necessary to recall the notion of the projective limit of a system of 
spaces. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let {(Sz, , G , Pa , .h3kB , OT, /3 in O> be a projective system 
of measure spaces. Then the projective limit 52 of the spaces (Q , gu4), denoted 
by ~‘2 = lim(Qa 9 gd, is the subset of 9, = XaoD QU , consisting of those 
w = {wbi, 01 E D} E Sz, such that for each 01 < /3 in D, W, = g,s(w&, and then 
g, = g,, : 52 +-+ Sz, is defined by gE(w) = w, . If &* = g;‘(ZJ, a u-field, and 
&l = lJaED-L*Y a field, let Z = u(&,), the u-field generated by ZO . If the finitely 
additive set function PD : L’,, tt R+, deli ne uniquely by the equation P,(A) = d 
P,(B), where A = g&-l(B), BE & , is moreover u-additive, let P be its 
(unique) u-additive extension to C. Then the measure space (1;2,& P) is called 
the projective limit of the given projective system of measure spaces. 
It may be noted that when each g, = g,, : Q H Q, is surjective, the same is 
true of girs , and in this case step (i) of the proof of Theorem 2.2 (in which g,, = 
?rUB and no other properties of rr’s, not true of g’s, were used) shows that PD 
exists uniquely and is finitely additive on .ZO such that P, = P, 0 gil : Z,, t+ Rf. 
In general, however, D can be quite small. A further condition, called sequential 
maximality introduced by Bochner in [I], will make Q nontrivial and at the same 
time g, (and g& surjective. This is given by 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let ((Sz, , g,,),<, , OL, /3 in D} be a projective system of 
spaces with 0 = b(s2, , g,s). The system is said to satisfy the sequential 
maxima&y (s.m.) condition if for each sequence 01~ < 01~ < ... in D, and any 
w, E .Q,* with g, c oi Jw,+J = w, for all 71, there exists an w E 52 so that g&w) = 
g&4 = wn 1 where g, is defined by the equation g,(w) = W, E Q, for w E Q. 
If Q, = XaeD .% and g,, = raE , the coordinate projections, so that Q, = 
Q = iim(St, , gas), then the system ((s2,, rfiJaGB CY, /3 in D> automatically satisfies 
the s.m. condition. Some more general cases are covered by the following result. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let {(& , g,e)olGs , cy, p in D> be a nontrivial projective 
system of topological spaces, each Q, being uniformizable (in particular, Hansdor- 
spaces), so that g,, : l2e F+ Q, is also continuous and s2, nonempty. If for each 
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w, E Qa , g$wJ(C Sz,) is compact, then (Sz = b(QE, g& is nonempty and) 
the sm. condition holds for the system. In particular, if each Sz, is a (nonempty) 
compact Hansdorff space, then so is 52 and the sm. condition holds automatically. 
The proof of this result is not entirely simple, and is based on a classical argu- 
ment in projective systems and some properties of generalized sequences. The 
details will be omitted here (but are essentially given in [lS]). This proposition 
shows that the sm. condition holds in many cases of interest. Though, likely, 
it is still not known whether there exist projective systems admitting projective 
limits without satisfying the sm. condition. 
The next general result gives a solution of the existence problem. It is due to 
Bochner [l] and the last part to Choksi [3]. The proof uses a slightly different 
set of ideas than the earlier result. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let {(Sz, , .ZN , P, , ga8)aG8 , a, /3 in D} be a projective system 
of KC-topological probability spaces satisfying the s.m. condition. (A KC space 
is one in which every compact set is closed.) If .ZYa contains the compact sets of s;Z, and 
P, is inner regular on & , 01 E D, then the system admits a (unique) projective limit 
(!2,2, P), and P is inner regular relative to the class %? C Z of cylinders with 
compact bases. If each 9, is also a compact space, then 2 contains the Baire a-Jield 
of Sz and thus P is also a Baire measure. 
Proof. As noted above, g, : Q F+ a, being surjective, the function P : ZO = 
&ng;‘(ZJ M [0, l] is uniquely defined and is additive. To show o-additivity, 
the direct argument, of the proof of Theorem 3.2, is complicated, and an 
indirect (and alternate) proof will be employed here. [KC spaces are between Tr 
and Hansdorff spaces, and were discussed by A. Wilansky, (1967). Amer. Math. 
Monthly 74 261-266.1 
Suppose, then, P is not u-additive on Za . So there exists a sequence {An} C ZO , 
A, ‘Q 4, and an E > 0 such that P(A,) > 2~ > 0. Let B, E .Zmfi be such that 
A, = g;i(B,). It may be assumed, by renumbering, if necessary, that a, < 01,+r , 
n 3 1. The (inner) regularity of P, on & implies the existence of a compact 
C,, C B, such that 
P$,) > P&h) - @- (1) 
Let C,* = &(C,) C A, and C,* = nbr Ci* so that C,* C A,, C,* “x $ 
and closed. Since C,* is a cylinder, if C,* = g;J(C,) for a C, E &” , then 
A, = g;‘(Bn) 3 g,;(C,J = c‘,* 3 C,* = g,;t(C,), (2) 
and the injectivity of g;i implies C, C C, . Moreover (by surjectivity of g,,), 
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C,, = g~,(g;;,‘(C,)) = go,,(C,*) and the continuity of gaM together with the 
closure of C,* (use [7, Theorem 1.7.41) implies C, is closed. But C% is compact 
and so C, is also compact. Also P(C,*) = pJC,).The equationg, u 0 g, = 
ga,, and CZ+,, C G* imply ganan+l 
n 111-I 
(C,,,) C C, . It will now be shown that (iFach 
C, f 4 (so C,* f +), and (ii) no=, C,* # 4. The second result gives the 
desired contradiction, and proves the theorem. [Note that if each L$ is compact, 
so that KC becomes Hansdorff by Wilansky’s results, then C,* is also compact 
and (ii) follows at once. In the general case considered here, (ii) is proved by 
using (i) and the s.m. condition explicitly, the latter being automatic in the 
compact case by Proposition 3.3.1 
(i) Equations (1) and P(C,*) = Pem(C,J yield (cf. also (2)), 
P(&*) = P&J > P,,(B,) - ~12" = P(A,) - ~12%~ (3) 
so that P(A, - C**) < e/2*. But C,* can also be expressed as C,* = 
&* - [uFzl’ (Ai - Ci*)] so that, by the additivity of P, 
P(c,*) = P(C,*) - P(z',* n (nG (Ai - ci*))) 
12--l 
> P(Cn*) - c E/2i. (4) 
i-l i=l 
From (2)-(4) it follows that 
P,,(C,) = P(C,*) > P(A,) - i •/2~ > 2~ - E = E > 0. 
i=l 
(5) 
(ii) Since each C, C Qan is nonempty, by (i), and compact, let mlEn E C, , 
and forp > rc, wDp E C, CL&, , let wn’ = g, u (w,“) E C, (becauseg, oL (C,) C C,). 
Thus, by the compactness of C, , the se;u”ence {w,r, r 3 n} C enDhas a con- 
vergent subsequence, denoted by itself, with limit we0 E C, , as Y -+ GO. The 
continuity of g’s then implies 
Thus (6) and the s.m. condition imply the existence of an w” E Q, such that 
wno = gan(wo) for all 1~. H ence w” ~g;n(w~O) C C,* for all n, and so w” E n,“=, C,*. 
This contradicts the hypothesis that flz=r C,* = +, and proves the o-additivity 
of P on Z. . The inner regularity is now proved as in Theorem 2.2. 
The last part will be sketched (cf. [3]). Since 12, = xtiED Q= is compact 
(and now all spaces are also Hansdorff, as noted already), and .Q C Sz, , it is also 
compact since it is closed. The latter follows from the continuity of grrs . In fact, 
if C,, = {W E Q, : w, = gols(ws)}, where w, is the ol-th coordinate of W, then 
Q = 0 {C,, : a > /3, LX, /3 in D} is closed because C,, = G*s x Qo-(,,,l, with 
% = ((we 9 4 : w, = &s(%)> c % x Q/3 > being the (closed) graph of the 
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continuous map g,, , is closed. Thus it follows, from standard theory, that open 
Baire sets form a base for the topology of the compact Sz, and D (as well as Q,). 
From this it is not hard to show that every Baire set of Q, is in 99, the a-field 
generated by the cylinders with open Baire bases in ,Xmi . On the other hand, by 
definition, every Gs set of L2 is of the form Q n A where A is a Gs subset of 52, . 
From this, it can be deduced that every compact Gs set CC L2 is of the form C = 
!2 n nfi U, , where U, C Q, is an open Baire set (so U,L E @). Thus C E: Q n 99, 
the trace of a on Q. Since the base of topology in Q is also given by {g;‘( U,) : 
U, C L& open Baire set, 01 E D}, it follows that for any open set V E 9, there is a 
U,E& with VnQ =g;“(U,) f or some 01. The preceding three sentences 
imply that each compact (and hence each) Baire set of 52 is in Q n g and that 
the u-field Sz n 9Y C u(lJdcDg;‘(.ZJ) = Z, as desired. 
In the preceding results, the topological properties of measures and spaces 
were crucial. But in many problems (e.g., in probability theory) the spaces Sz, 
will not have any topology in any natural sense. In such cases also the existence 
of projective limits can be asserted if the u-fields have some nice approximating 
subclasses. A precise formulation is given in the following: 
DEFINITION 3.5. A class V of subsets of Q is called “compact” if (C,} C %? 
of1 C, = 4 imply nS1 Ci = + for some 1 < n,, < co. An additive set 
function P : Z,, H R+, where Z,, is a field of subsets of 52, is called compact if 
there is a compact class g C 2s such that for any A E ,X,, , P(A) = sup{P(C) : 
C C A, C E U}, i.e., P is determined on the (approximating) class 9?. 
In the topological case, then, a compact measure is inner regular. This abstract 
concept is due to E. Marczewski (cf. [3 or 161). The preceding theorem, in such 
abstract cases, takes the following form, due essentially to Choksi [3] (cf. also [15]). 
THEOREM 3.6. Let {(Sz, , Zg, , P, , g,,&, , 01, /?, in D} be a projective system 
of abstract probability spaces satisfying the s.m. condition. Suppose for each 01 E D 
there is a compact class $?a C .&, relative to which P, is compact, such that 
(i) gJ%?e) C %?% , (ii) g,-,‘((wJ) n %‘e is a compact class for each w, E Qn, , and 
(iii) for each 01, p in D, and A, E %a , B,E%~, thereisayEDandC,EVYsuch 
that y  3 LX, /3 and C, = g;t(C,) n g&C,). Then the projective limit (Q, Z, P) 
of the system exists, (52 = b(Q, , ga8), Z = u(U,,~ g;‘(Q), P : .Z I-+ [0, 11) and 
P has the approximation property: For any E > 0, A E 22, there is a (A 1) C E g8* 
such that P(A - C) < F, where V* = UaE,g;‘(%?J, and 
(Neither Q* nor Vs* need, in general, be compact classes.) 
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The proof of this result is a careful adaptation and extension of the preceding 
theorem. It is essentially found in [3] and will be omitted. The result may be 
compared with Theorem 4.3 below. However, using the topology by lifting, as 
discussed in the proof of Corollary 2.3, the result can be obtained from Theorem 
3.4 when the latter is extended (from the KC topology to uniformization). This 
extension should not be difficult. 
The complicated nature of the hypotheses in the above results seems unavoid- 
able, since simple counterexamples exist showing that an arbitrary projective 
system of measure spaces (even with g,, = identity and J& = Q all a) need not 
admit a projective limit. However, a weaker assertion is always possible. A general 
form of such a result is given by the following: 
THE0REM 3.7. Let {(% , & , P, , g,e),Ge , CX, /3 in D} be an abstract projective 
system of probability spaces where g, : Q = @(Q, , g,,) F-+ l2= is surjective for 
each 01 E D. Then it is the inverse image, under an isomorphic measure preserving 
mapping, of some regular projective system of compact Hansdorff probability spaces 
(hence admitting a projective Zimit). The latter system is uniquely determined to 
within measure preserving isomorphisms. 
Proof. Let aa = (Sz, , .Za , P,). Th en by considering P, as an element of 
ba(sZ, , &), the space of real bounded additive set functions on & , one can apply 
the Stone theorem [7, IV.9, lO-111. By this result, there exists an isometric 
isomorphism T, : ba(L& , 2,) ++ rca(S, , B,J, the space of regular, bounded, 
a-additive real set functions (with the total variation norms, these are Banach 
spaces), and a set isomorphism 7, : & t-+ g,,= , where gOol is the algebra of the 
clopen (closed-open) subsets of the Stone space S, , forming a base for the 
topology, and aM = I+&,,& such that (T,p)(A) = p(~;l(A)), for p E ba(QJJ, 
A = r,(A) E gO, for A E .& . Thus if S, = (S, , aa , p,J, where pU = T,P, , 
then S, is a regular measure space with S, as compact Stone spaces. For any 
01, /3 in D, consider &i = r,g,,T8 -’ -’ : Sa ++ & . This mapping is such that, with 
obvious notations, the following diagram commutes. In fact, (J$)(S,) = S, , and 
let ,&,?(Ba,) = BeB C Bos so that g2 is one-to-one and onto. Also, points of S, 
are measurable. Let A, = gz({wJ), w, E S, , and fas(wa) = w, for wB E A,. 
Then g,+ : S, H S, is a surjective point mapping such that (&,)-1 = J2 etc. 
(Cf. [3], p. 341, for a similar definition.) Below gUs and ges will be identified. 
If AC S, is a clopen set, A = r;‘(&& , and since g,, is (Za, &)-measurable, 
by hypothesis, 2 = g;(A) E Z;, . Thus ~~(2) C S, is a clopen set. It follows that 
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&j(d) C S, is clopen for any clopen a C S, and hence&s is continuous (and 
(Ba, 8J- measurable). Since &,a is clearly the identity, it follows immediately that 
1 n 
g,, OCR, = Jay for any a -C P < Y and hence 6% , % , pm , &R)orgR , 01, P in D> 
is a projective system of probability spaces with S, compact Hansdorff spaces, 
and fE regular, i.e., both inner and outer regular. Then by Theorem 3.3 it 
follows that this system admits a (inner regular) projective limit. Finally, define 
a mapping @ : fiE ++ SE , through 7, , such that @(ZJ = Ba . Then @ (by abuse 
of notation) is a measure preserving isomorphism of the two spaces. The unique- 
ness is a consequence of that available in the Stone representation. Thus the 
result follows. 
The significance of this result is that, though the given projective system may 
not correspond to any stochastic process, it is isomorphic to (a regular) one which 
corresponds on some probability space. The weakness of the result is that the 
isomorphic image is not in control of the user and hence cannot be employed 
in inference. From a different point of view, a result similar to the above has 
been obtained by Segal [21], who used his earlier work on operator algebras. 
In the next two sections another aspect of the projective limit theory will be given, 
4. SOME CHARACTERIZATIONS 
In this section some sets of necessary and sufficient conditions will be presented 
in order that a projective system of probability spaces admits a projective limit. 
The following concept will be useful. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let S be a set and Y be a ring of subsets of S. If p : Y M R+ 
is additive, then a subring (depending on p), cy)s(p) C Y is called ~-pure if 
(9 {A,) C %00(p), Uz==l A, E %(P>, A, disjoint, imply P(U~~~, A,) = 0 for 
some 1 < n, < CO, and (ii) the Carathtodary outer measure generated by 
(p, 9) is the same as that generated by (CL, 9&L)). (For a comprehensive account 
of the Caratheodary theory, see [22].) 
This condition is analogous to the compactness of Definition 3.5 (every com- 
pact class is p-pure for any measure cc), but is weaker than the latter since here 
yb depends on TV in an essential manner. In fact a p-pure field need not be com- 
pact. This concept is suggested by certain considerations in Nonstandard 
Analysis. Its usefulness is illustrated by the following result. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let (Q, C) be a measurable space and p : Z H R+ be an 
additive set function. Then TV is u-additive on .?Y iff there exists a p-pure field 
&:0(P) c 2 
Proof. The sufficiency is easy. In fact, if there is such a Z,,(p) C Z, let 
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{A,} C Z&L.) be a disjoint sequence with A = &==, A, E Z&L). Then for some 
1 6 no < ~0, &ln,nO A,) = 0. But A, C un,lz, A, for k > no, and hence 
0 d 1-44 < 4Ln, A,) = 0, so that 
p(A) = CL (2 A,) + P ( u 4) = ; /@n) = fl k@n). 
n=l ?l>Su 9kl 
But also (p, Z) and (p, Zo(p)) generate the same Caratheodary outer measure TV* 
and hence the same measurable sets AU* 3 Z 1 Zo(p) by definition. Hence CL* 
on AU* is u-additive and TV* / Zo(~) = p = CL* 12. 
To prove the necessity, let p on Z be a-additive, and so (Q, Z, II) is a finite 
measure space. For convenience, assume that TV is complete (otherwise it can be 
completed). Consider the Stone space representation of (Q, Z, p) onto (S, 0L, CL), 
as in the proof of Theorem 3.7 (or [7, p. 312]), where 01! = u(6Yo) and where 
6Yo = ~(2) is the algebra of clopen sets of S with T as the surjective measure 
preserving map and p = p o 7-l. But if (A,} C GZo, A, disjoint, and A = 
(Jz==, A, E ao, then A C S is closed (and open) and since S is compact, so is A. 
But A, are open (and closed) sets forming a cover of A. Hence there is a finite 
subcover. This means A = (Jz(ll A, for some no( <co), and A, = 4 for 
n > no. Let Zoo(p) = T-l(aZ,) C Z, which is a proper subset, in general, (since 
7-l is into Z). It is claimed that the algebra Zoo) is p-pure. For this, the two 
conditions of Definition 4.1 will be checked now. 
Let VU C ZbW b e a disjoint sequence with B = uzcl B, E Zoo(p), then 
there exist (uniquely) A, E GYo such that B, = T-~(A,) and p(B,) = /?(A,), 
n 3 1 with T-~(A) = B, /Z(A) = p(B). Since A = (Jfi A,, by the preceding 
paragraph, A,,, = 4, n > no for some n,(<oo). Hence p(B,) = P(AJ = 0 
for n > no . Since p is u-additive, P(&,~, B,) = 0 also holds, and (i) follows. 
Next let AU* be the p* measurable sets where CL* is the outer measure generated 
by (p, Zo(p)), by the Caratheodary procedure. Then considering the measure 
algebras of (Z, p) and (A%‘~* , p*), where p = ,LL* on Zo(p), it will be seen that 
they determine the same (S, C!!, @). In fact, if zi = u(Zo(p)) C 2 n =A!** , then 
AU* is just the completion of 2 under CL, and, since the mapping T is an onto 
set mapping, 2 and Z both determine the same GZ and the same representation 
space (unique up to isomorphism). Hence, if ,4 E 2 - A@‘~* (or ~2’~s - AZ’), with 
p(A) > 0 (p*(A) > 0), then T(A) E LZ and @(T(A)) > 0. But since A #Au* , 
,Z(T(A)) = 0 or T(A) = 4 which is impossible. Similarly, the second case is 
impossible. Thus p(A) = 0 (p*(A) = 0). But Z and .n”t,* are complete for p 
and so Z = A%‘“* . Thus (ii) holds and Zo(p) is p-pure. This completes the proof. 
With this result the following characterization can be given. 
THEoREM 4.3. Let f(-% , & , Pa , gol&~ , 01, /3 in D} be a projective system of 
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probability spaces with g, : l2 = @(Q. , garB) H Sz, surjective for each CY E D. 
Then the system admits a projective limit iff the following two conditions hold: 
(i) For Q: < /3, the Pa-pure fields &(P,) of zb, satisfy the inclusion 
&w~)) c 4?B(Pl3)7 
(ii) z0 = URED g;‘(&(P&)) C L’,, = UaeD g;‘(.C,), is a P-pure field in Z0 , 
where P on Z0 is given, as usual, by P 0 gil = P, , oi E D, an additive set function on 
Zg into [O, 11. 
Proof. Because of (i), (“) II makes sense. Thus if (i) and (ii) hold then by the 
preceding proposition, since P on & (= Zoo(P) in that notion) is a P-pure field, 
P is u-additive on Zg and hence the projective limit exists. The hard part is the 
converse. 
For the necessity, let P on &, be a-additive. Then by the preceding result, 
there exists a P-pure field Z,,(P) C Z,, , and if &* = g;l(&J, P, = P,* D g;‘, 
then P,* : &* N [0, I] is u-additive. So there is a &*(P,*) C &*, a P,*-pure 
field for each 01 E D. If zO(P) = u &*(P,*) C Z,,(P), then conditions (i) and (ii) 
will be established. 
Since ga (and so also each grrB) is surjective, and since by definition ga;jl(&) C Zti , 
it follows that (apply g;’ to both sides) z‘,* C Za*. But then P,* = Pe* / &* 
(being part of a projective system, or “a set martingale”), so that 
,&*(P,*) C .&*(Pe*) can be assumed in the definition of these fields to start with. 
It is seen that Z,*(P,*) can be taken to be g;‘(C,(P,)), where &(P,) is the 
Pm-pure field. For, let za* = g;‘(&(P%)). Then &(P,) being a P,-pure field, 
g, being surjective, and g;’ measure preserving for P=*, &* is P,*-pure. 
Explicitly, let {A,) C za*, disjoint and A = (JL1 A, E&*. If B and B, in 
&(P) are such that A = g;l(B) and A, = g;‘(B,), then B = ufl B, by the 
injectivity of g;l. In this representation, B, may be assumed disjoint, for, if not, 
let C, = B, , C, = B, - Uyml Bi , for n > 1, so that C, E &(P,), disjoint, 
A, =g;‘(Q, and g;“(C,) = g;‘(BJ - Uyzl g;l(BJ = A,, - UT:; Ai = A,, 
(since A, are disjoint). So B = uz==, C, E &(P,) implying Pm(uoz,n, C,) = 0 
for some 1 < q, < co. Hence 0 = Pw(Unzn, C,) = P,* ogil(Unrlz, C,) = 
Pa*(un>?z, A,). It remains to show that &* and ZW* determine the same 
CarathCodary outer measure. For this it is enough to note that, in the FrCchet 
metric [7, p. 1581, every set in ,&* can be approximated by one in zU*. So let 
A E &,*. Then A = g;‘(B,), B, E & and for any E > 0, there exists a C, E Z&Pm) 
such that P,(B, dC,) < E (A is the symmetric difference). If & =g;“(CJ E&*, 
then, clearly, P,*(Ad&) = P,(B,dC,) < E, and hence (i) is true. 
To prove (ii), let&(P) = UaED za* C &, , and it is to be shown that the field 
&,(P) is P-pure. If A, (A,) are in &(0(p), A = uz==, A,, A, disjoint, ,then 
A E z=* for some QI, A, E 2: for some n, and it may be assumed that OL > CL~ >
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(Y,-~ (cf., [15, p. 262, bemma2.11). Thus A and (A,} are inLT,*, and it is P,*-pure 
(by the preceding paragraph), and thus Un,n, A, is P,*-null for some n,(< co). 
[This same conclusion can also be deduced by the use of the Stone representation 
theorem.] But P, * = P 1 &* so that the latter set is also P-null. Using the same 
argument as in the second half of the last paragraph, if A EC,, and c > 0, so 
that A E Z1* for some p E D, there is a B, G.&* such that Ps*(AdB,) < E. 
But BB E&* C E,,*(P) and hence (P, z,,*(P)) and (P, &,) generate the same 
CarathCodary outer measure. This gives (ii), and the result follows. 
Remark. As a consequence of the above result, a second (nontopological) 
proof of Jessen’s theorem (Corollary 2.3) will now be given. 
Let @A , & , Pa , QJ~SB , OL, /3 in D] be the projective system determined by 
the given (complete) probability spaces (Qni , Zi , P& , where P, = Xioar Pi . 
Since Pi and P, are bounded measures, let &(PJ and &(P,) be their pure fields. 
Since P,(A) = nyEl Pii for A = Ai1 x *.* x Ain , 01 = (i1 ,..., in), it 
follows that ZJP,J = Xioa &(PJ is Pa-p ure, (the argument being reminiscent 
of that of Tychonov’s theorem on products of compact spaces). Then conditions 
(i) and (ii) of the above theorem are immediate consequences. Hence the existence 
of the projective limit follows from the same result. [D is the finite subsets of Z’.] 
The following result illuminates another point of view in the characterization. 
For it, a concept of uniform additivity is needed. 
DEFINITION 4.4. Let M be a set of probability measures on a measurable 
space (Q, Z). Then M is said to be uniformly u-additive if for any sequence 
(A,} C Z, A, I (6, it is true that limn+m p(A,) = 0 uniformly in TV E M. 
If Z1 C .Zz are any two algebras of Q, and p : Z1 H R+ is an additive set func- 
tion, then there exists (nonuniquely, in general) an additive set function 
p : Zz H R+ such that ,G / Z; = p and the total variation of p on Zz is the same 
as that of p on Z1 . This follows from the Hahn-Banach theorem applied to 
M(Q, &) C M(Q, G), w h ere these are uniformly closed spaces of &- (and i&-) 
simple functions, i.e., for the bounded linear functional, given by l,,(f) = 
&fdp, f E M(Q, .C,), and then using the Riesz representation theorem [7, p. 2581. 
This fact will be used below. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let {(Q& , & , P, , g,,),s, , OL, /3 in D} be a projective system 
ofprobability spaces withg, : Q = b(Q,, gas) t-+ QS surjective. Let ZO = UaED &*, 
and P,* be the image measure of P, on &* (= g;‘(Q), so that P,* o gil = P, . 
Then the system admits a projective limit iff for each countable set cyI < 01~ < *** 
of indices, the set {F$-} is un$rmly u-additive on .Z = a(&,), where p:n is any 
a-additive extension of P:m from .?Ya*, to Z, whose existence is asserted. Moreover, 
when the projective limit exists, every extension {PC} of (Pt}, fm each sequence, 
is uniformly a-additive. 
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Proof. Since each P,* on .Z&* is defined by the remark preceding this theorem, 
P,* has a bounded extension FE:,* to .Z = u(Zs), which may be only finitely 
additive. But then, by the Yoshida-Hewitt theorem, r?,* admits a unique 
decomposition as 
where rj,* is u-additive on 2 and Pzp is purely finitely additive (cf. [7, p. 1631). 
However, pa* I&* = Pa* = pm* j &* + P,, 1 &*. Since Pa* is u-additive, 
Pa*, j &* = 0 and hence pa* : Z F-+ [0, I] is a u-additive extension of Par*, 
so that such extensions always exist. Let {pa*} be this set of u-additive extensions 
of {Pa*> to z. 
To prove the sufficiency, let P : &, F+ [0, l] be determined by the P,*‘s as 
noted before, (P I& * = Pm*). Let CL* be the outer measure generated by 
(P, Z,,) in the Caratheodary sense [22]. If da+ denotes the class of p*-measurable 
sets, then II* 1 A@‘~* is a (probability) measure, Z C A%!~* , and, what is more 
decisive, p* 1 Z,, = P iff P is u-additive. The uniformity hypothesis will be 
used to show that this equation holds. 
By definition of TV*, if A E &*, then p*(A) < P(A) = P,*(A), since A 
can be covered by a trivial sequence (itself) from &* C Z0 . To get the opposite 
inequality, let E > 0 be given. Then there exists {A,} C Z0 such that A C Uz=i A,, 
and for anyn 3 1, 
P*(A) + E > fp%) 2 P (tgl A,). (2) 
Since B, E & implies Bi E 2: for some i, and oli < 01~+r may be assumed together 
with clliO > 01 for some i,, , the mequality (2) can be written as 
p*(A) + E > Pa*, (6 A,) = P, (ij A,). 
i=l i=l 
(3) 
But by hypothesis, the set M = {FzjT is uniformly u-additive, and C, = 
lJT=, A, 1 C E .Z So for any 5 E M, lim,,, &C,) = f(C) uniformly in 5 E M. 
So (3) becomes, for each [ E M, 
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whenever ol, > 0~. This implies p*(A) > P,*(A), and hence p* j ,&* = Pa* 
for each LY E D. But for any E E Z,, , by definition, 
P(E) = lim P,*(E) = lim(p* 1 Z=*)(E) = p*(E), (5) 
so that CL* / ZO = P, and P is o-additive. Hence the projective limit of the system 
exists. 
Conversely, suppose the projective limit (52,2, P) of the system exists. Con- 
sider the set K = {pa*, P, o! > aO} C ca(Q, Z), where a0 is a fixed index in D 
and ca(Q, 2) is the Banach space of real bounded u-additive set functions on 2 
(under the total variation norm). It is a known and easily verifiable fact that 
ca(Q, Z) is an abstract L (or AL-) space. Let Ki I) K be the closed sub(AL-) 
space determined by K in ca(9, Z), Then for the fixed a0 E D, psz E Kl serves as 
a unit since D may be replaced by the maximal set (such a set exists, by the 
localizability of finite measures) on which pc does not vanish. Then by a 
representation theorem of Kakutani (cf. [7, p. 3941) Kl is equivalent to an 
Ll(S, a, h)( = Ll(h)) on some topological regular measure space, with h(S) < co. 
In fact, S is an extremally disconnected compact Hausdorff space and Q? is the 
o-field determined by the clopen sets of S. If, with eachf E Ll(h), one associates 
V~ by v,(A) = sA f dh, A E 12, then v, is h-continuous and if K, denotes all such 
set functions, then K,(C ca(S, a)), IS e q uivalent to Ll(h), and hence also to Kl . 
If T and V are the isometries involved, then 
Kl t-L Ll(h) & K, . (6) 
Thus if h, = (V 0 T)-‘(h) E Kl , th en every set function of Kl is h, continuous. 
In particular, if 01~ < 01s < ... is any sequence of indices and pz E K (C K,), 
then for E E CO, lim, p:%(E) = lim, P:(E) = P”(E) (say), exists and P” E Kl 
so that it is u-additive. Moreover, Pa, and P are also &-continuous. Hence by 
the Radon-Nikodym theorem, the following derivatives exist: 
dij 
f = d)b’ a.e*y 
and 
by the projective property of the system. But (8) implies that {fan , f} is a 
martingale relative to {Z:- , ,Z} and hence, by a classical martingale convergence 
theorem (of Andersen-Jessen and Doob), that fa, + f a.e. and in Ll(&,)-norm. 
So the set { fa, , f) is uniformly integrable on 2. This fact trivially implies that 
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{p*,} is a uniformly u-additive set of measures. Since the sequence OCR < 0~s < ... 
considered is arbitrary, the last statement of the theorem also follows, and the 
proof is complete. 
Since by the isometry betweenLr(&) and Kr used in the proof, jj pz - P // + 0 
as n ---f co (for the total variation norm), the above proof has the following 
consequence. 
COROLLARY 4.6. Let ($2, , Z, , P, , gm,JrnGa , m, n > 1) be a projective 
system of probability spaces with gn’s surjective. If  the system admits a projective 
limit (9,.X, P), o(uE, g;‘(C,)) = Z:, and if Pn* is any bounded extension of P,* 
to 2, where P,* og;’ = P, , then Pn* -+ P strongly, i.e., v(pn* - P) -+ 0 where 
v( *) is the variation norm. 
The above set of ideas and methods culminate in the following general result 
on the projective limits: 
THEOREM 4.7. Let K. = ((s2, , &, , P, , g,),,, , 01, fi in D} be a projective 
system of probability spaces with g, : S2 = b(& , gale) H GE surjective, 01 E D. 
Then the following statements are equivalent. 
(a) The projective limit of the system K,, exists. 
(b) There exists a finite measure &, : 2.Y t+ A+ such that the set {Pa*}, 
Pa* : Z H [0, 11, is terminally uniformly &,-continuous, where Z = @,,) = 
o(&.,g~~(&)), P,* og;’ = P, and Pa* is a o-additive extension of P,* to Z, 
and where terminally uniform means that, for any E > 0, there is a 6, > 0 and an 
C+,(E) E D such that, for (II >, a,,(~), A E Z with X,(A) < 6, , one has P=*(A) < E. 
(c) The set K = (ipol*, 01 E D} C ca(Q, Z), is relatively weakly sequentially 
compact. 
(d) There is an isometric isomorphism between K (of (c)) and a uniformly 
integrable positive martingale { fu , &,*, 01 E D} C Ll(.Q, Z, h), relative to some 
finite measure h on C. 
(e) There exists a continuous convex function Cp : R+ H Rf, 0(O) = 0, 
@(x)/x t co, (called a Young’s function) and aJinite measure h, on C such that each 
PW* is of uniform (in a) @-bounded variation relative to X,; i.e., if 7~ = {Ai} C 2 
is any partition of Q, then 
jor some c independent of 01. 
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[This (e) can be stated also as (e’): The set K is contaimd in a boundedpart (or ball) 
of V@(h,), an Orlicz space of o-additive functions of @-bounded variation on Z, 
relative to h, , where Cp is as above.] 
Proof. (a) + (b). Th is implication was proved in the second half of 
Theorem 4.5, with c+, being any fixed element of D. 
(b) a (a). Let P : C, M [0, I] be the additive set function determined by 
K,, . For the o-additivity, it suffices to show that P(A,) --+ 0 for any {A,} C Z,, 
with A, 14. By the terminal uniform continuity, relative to A,, of pa*, for an 
E > 0, there is a 6, > 0 and cr, E D with h,(A,J < 6, (hence &(A,) < 8, all 
n > n,), such that p,*,(AJ < E for 01 3 CL, . But {A,} C Z,, and hence A, E Zz , 
for some 01, E D, which may be taken >, 01, (using an argument of [15, p. 2621, 
if necessary). Then P=*(A,) = P,*(A,) f or CK > ar . So P(A,) = lim, P,*(A,) = 
lim, p=*(A,) < E. It follows that P(A,) -+ 0 so that P on Z,, is u-additive and 
has a unique u-additive extension to Z: [Note that by the monotonicity of P,* 
on Zs , P:O(A) = 0 implies P,*(A) = 0 f or 01 < CQ also. It is tempting to drop 
the uniformity hypothesis here, and to infer it from the Vitali-Hahn-Saks 
theorem (cf. [7, p. 158]), because lim, P,*(A) = P(A) for A E Z0 . This is not 
valid, however. For that theorem, it is necessary that Zs be replaced by Z = 
a(Z,J, and this need not be a priori possible here.] 
(b) c> (c). With the preceding remark, this equivalence is a consequence 
of a deep theorem of Bartle-Dunford-Schwartz, (cf. [7, IV.9.21). 
(c) 3 (d). By the above-quoted result of [7], there is a positive h E ca(Q, 2) 
such that the elements of K are (uniformly) h-continuous. Hence by the Radon- 
Nikodjrm theorem, iffa = dP,*/dh, thenf, is &*-measurable and, as in (7) and 
(0 tfa > K*, 01 E D} is a martingale on (52, .Z, A). Since pa* are h-continuous 
and the set K is bounded (is in the unit ball), it follows that (fa> C L’(X) is also 
relatively weakly sequentially compact, by the isometry of ca(J2, Z, A) with Lr(h). 
Hence by [7, IV.8.111, the set {fu} is uniformly integrable relative to A. Thus (d) 
follows. 
(d) 5 (c). The set (fJ CL’(Q) 1s now uniformly integrable and h(Q) < 00. 
Hence by [7, IV.8.111, which has a converse, { fU} is relatively weakly sequentially 
compact. The isomorphism used above proves that K has the same property in 
ca(f2, ,Z, A), which is (c). 
(d) o (e). The fact that, on a $nite measure space (Q, Z, A) (and this is 
false if X(0) = co), a set K CLl(J2, Z, A) is relatively weakly sequentially compact 
iff K is contained in a bounded part of the Orlicz space LO@, 2, A), with @ as 
in the theorem, is a consequence of a classical (1915) result of de la VallCe 
Poussin. However, if V@(Q, Z, A) denotes the space of u-additive set functions 
of @-bounded variation relative to A, then also V@(h) and L”(h) are known to be 
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isometrically isomorphic (cf. [23, p. 33]), and hence pa* are of uniform 
@-bounded variation, and conversely. This completes the proof of all 
implications, and of the theorem. 
Remark. The uniformity hypothesis in the above two theorems is important 
for a general study of the projective systems of measure spaces. It can be restated 
in terms of “stopping times” for martingales. This will be illustrated in the next 
section. The necessity of Theorem 4.5 was conjectured in [13, p. 4841. 
Even though only positive measure systems are considered thus far, the results 
of Sections 2 and 3 can be extended to projective systems of signed, and then 
vector, measures using a result of Metivier’s [15, p. 2741. [Projective systems 
of the latter measures are defined exactly as in Definition 2.1.1 The point is 
that the conditions for signed measures are given in terms of their variation 
measures, and thus are reducible to the above results. Finally, the results of 
vector measures can be reduced to those of the signed measures. The results of 
this section are immediately extendable for signed measures (cf. [13, 1.4.41). 
Moreover, all these results for finite measures admit extensions for the u-finite 
case without much difficulty, though some further work is needed. Theorems 4.2 
and 4.3 have exact extensions for the vector-valued case, since the needed 
Stone representation is also available (cf. [23, pp. 39941]), though it is not 
explicitly stated there. The details will not be included here. 
5. COMPLEMENTARY RESULTS AND REMARKS 
Some results, complementing those of the preceding sections will be discussed 
here. Also relations with other works will be explained. 
The result of Theorem 3.7 can be stated in a slightly stronger form, but still 
only under an isomorphism map, using a recent result of Dinculeanu and 
Foiaa [6]. In fact, the conclusion of Theorem 3.7 is that there is a regular 
projective system of compact probability spaces. But by [6, Theorem 41 every 
such probability space is the image of a regular Bore1 measure on a compact 
Abelian group and this is unique up to a measure preserving isomorphism. 
Thus composing these two isomorphic maps, the conclusion of Theorem 3.7 
can be changed from compact Hausdorff spaces to compact Abelian groups. 
(This is the strengthening.) The additional group structure has not been utilized 
in the projective limit theory. See, however, a special application in [lo, Sec. 31, 
where the conditional expectation is the product of two (contractive) operators 
using group structure. 
The results of Theorems 4.5-4.7 can be related to the “regular” martingale 
theory. This concept is given in [4, p. 2781, and is due to J. L. Snell (1952). 
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DEFINITION 5.1. (a) Let (Q, S, P) be a probability space and F% C Fn,i 
be a family of sub u-fields of 9. Then a map T : Q H N+, positive integers 
(and “co”), is called a stopping time for {Sn}, if T is F-measurable and for each 
n~hl+, {w : T(w) > n}~&. 
(b) Let {Ta , 0: E O} be any filtering (to the right) sequence of stopping 
times on (Q, Z, P) relative to {Fn , n > l}. A martingale {X, , & , n 2 I> such 
that supn so 1 X, 1 dP < co, is said to be regular iff {Y, , $e , OL E O} is also a 
(integrable) martingale, where Y,(W) = Xra&w), and 
2b, = a{En [Ta = n] :n 3 1, EEF~}. 
This complicated definition is useful in stochastic processes. Its relevance, 
among other things, is illustrated by the following problem. Let {X, , SS , n > l} 
be a martingale such that supn J”o 1 X, 1 dP < co. Define set functions pL, and TV 
on Fn and FO = uz=i Fn by the equations: pJA) = sA X,dP, A E F%, and 
p(A) = lim, pJA), A E gO . The martingale property implies TV. / 9% = pn , 
n > 1, and pCLn are u-additive (uniformly bounded) signed measures, the p being 
an additive bounded set function which may not be u-additive. The following 
result clarifies the situation [4, p. 2821. 
THEOREM 5.2 (Chow). Let {-7i,, 9$ , n 3 l} be a martingale on a probability 
space (Q, 2, P), such that supn so I X, I dP < co. Then the associated set function 
TV is a-additive iff the martingale is regular. 
To see the relation of this result with the projective limit theory, it is sufficient 
to note that {CL, , n > I} defines a special projective system. In fact, let QE = Q, 
g,, : Qs F+ Q, be the identity mapping and CL,(A) = sA X,dP, A E FU . Then it 
is clear that l(% , R , pm ,g,&G, , (Y, fl in O} is a projective system of (signed) 
measure spaces associated with the martingale {X, , FU , 01 E O} on (Q, 2, P), 
and, moreover, that each pal is P-continuous. In view of the remark at the end of 
the preceding section on the validity of the results for signed measures, the 
following proposition is an immediate consequence of Theorems 4.5 and 4.7 
and gives an alternate formulation of Chow’s result. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let {X, , pm, n > l} be a martingale on (52,2, P) with 
SW, ji I -G I dp -c a. Let KQ, , %, pm, gnAGp, n, P 3 11 = K be the 
associated projective system of signed measure spaces with p(A)= lim, uL,(A), 
A E (Jfl 9% = FO . Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) p on SO is u-additive, i.e., the system K admits aprojective limit (Q, fl, TV) 
with 9 = u(FO). 
(ii> {-& , n 3 l} CL’(P) is relatively weakly sequentially compact. 
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(iii) There exists a Young’s function @ : R+ w w+ with @(x)/x 1 co, such 
that {X, , n > 1) is bounded in LO(P)-norm. 
(iv) If i&, is any u-additive extension of pn to S, then the (bounded) set 
G7l Y n > l} is uniformly a-additive on 9. 
(4 The t% , f (’ ) 0 IV , are uniformly P-continuous on F. 
(vi) The martingale {X, , .Fn , n > 1) is regular. 
The interesting point here, apparently not noted before, is the equivalence 
of the regularity of the martingale and the existence of the projective limit of the 
associated (essentially simpler) projective system. This brings out the identity 
of the weak compactness conditions of Functional Analysis and the use of the 
stopping times concepts in Probability Theory. Perhaps several other results of 
[4], and similar ones in the martingale theory, can be reformulated in terms of 
the projective limit theory for the advantage of both. Note that the measures in 
the projective system are not dominated, in general, by a single measure, except 
when the limit exists (cf. Theorem 4.7). 
The final result here is a generalization of Theorem 2.2, to give an extension 
of a theorem of Tulcea (cf. [16]), involving “regular conditional measures”. 
To recall the latter, consider a probability space (Q, 2, P) and a o-field S? C .Z. 
A set function Pa : Z I-+ L”(Q, 9?, P) (or L”(9)) defined by Pg(A) = J!?(x~), 
A E 2, where Eg( .) is the conditional expectation uniquely defined (with the 
Radon-Nikodym theorem) by the equation 
j, Pg(A) dp = j, E?xA) dp = jB XA dP== P(AnB), BES?,AEZ, (1) 
where Eg(xA) is @-measurable. P%(.) is called the conditional probability 
measure and has the properties: 
(i) 0 < P%(A) < 1 a.e. [PI, A E Z, (ii) P(A) = 0 or 1 implies P@(A) = 0 
or 1 a.e., respectively, (iii) {An} C Z disjoint, A = (Jz=r A, , implies P*(A) = 
XL, Ps(A,), a.e. [Hereafter a.e. will be omitted.] The set 
{Pa(A) : A E Z} CL”(S) C LP(B), l<p<oo. 
The pointwise convergence of (iii) also implies the Lp-norm convergence for 
l<p < co. Thus Pg::t+Lm(91) is a vector measure, and is strongly 
(in Lp, p < a) u-additive. However, Pa(.)(*) : Z x Q t-t R+ may not have the 
following two stronger properties, where P(., .) stands for Ps(.)(*) : (a) P(*, w) : 
Z w R+ is a (probability) measure for each w E 52 - N (P(N) = 0), and 
(b) P(A, .) : Q w Rf is a bounded B-measurable function for each A E Z. 
Here (a) means the vector measure P(., .) should be such that P(., w) is an 
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(abstract) Lebesgue measure; hence the (scalar) integration can be performed 
with P(., w), for w E Q - N. Wh en this is true, the vector measure P”(.) is 
called a regular measure. (A detailed discussion of this and related questions is 
given in [18], Chapter II.) 
In what follows, P3( .) need not be regular, but may only be a general conditional 
measure satisfying (1). Thus the integral of a scalar function cannot be defined 
in the Lebesgue sense, but can be unambiguously defined in the Dunford- 
Schwartz (D-S) sense [7, IV.lO]. This is very important, and the concept will be 
briefly recalled here. If f = cbl aixA, , Ai E Z, disjoint, then, as usual 
s f dP9 = f  aiP”(A r‘l Ai), A E z: A i=l (2) 
and a measurable f : Q E+ R is D-S integrable iff there is a sequence of simple 
functions & -+ f a.e., such that {jA &dPa} C &P(g), p < co), is a Cauchy 
sequence for each A E 2. If the limit of the latter sequence is fA , then, by defini- 
tion, fA = sA f  dPa EL+@). It can be shown that every function in Lp(C), 
1 ,< p < co is Pg-integrable in the D-S sense, and the monotone convergence 
theorem holds. 
For the proof of the generalized Tulcea’s theorem (Theorem 5.5 below), 
a vector analog of Theorem 2.2 is needed. As noted in a related context in 
[15, p. 2991, the following result is an easy extension of Theorem 2.2, using the 
device of [15, p. 2741. Its proof will be omitted. 
THEOREM 5.4. Let (Q, , ZJ,,, be a family of topological measurable spaces 
such that all compact subsets of Sz, are in & . Let Sz = X tsT Q, and 2 = X tET & 
be their respective Cartesian products. Suppose pa : .Zti = Xtsu .& w S, a Banach 
space, is a vector measure such that for each x* E %* (the adjoint space of ST’), 
/ xx o tag / (J&a) < k,* < co, (Y ED, where D is the class of allfEnite subsets of T, 
Q = X tEa! Q, , and 1 x* 0 pa I(.) is the variation measure of the signed measure 
X*0&. Suppose %,, C & is a compact class for each OL, and pn is inner regular 
relative to %a , i.e., for each E > 0, A E .& , there is a C E %?% , C C A, such that 
for all B C A - C, BE &, II pELol(B)II < E. Then the projective system of vector 
measure spaces {(GE , .& , pcL,, ~~,&e, 01, ,6 in D), where nae : Qe t-+ s2, are 
coordinate projections, admits a unique projective limit (Q, .Z, p), where p : 2 = 
u(uaEo n;‘(ZJ) I-+ 3?“** (=(Z*)*), is such that x* o TV is of bounded variation 
for each x* E SF, and is inner regular relative to the compact based cylinders in 
u OiED w;‘(&) in the sense of Theorem 2.2. 
Remark. This result will be applied when p,‘s are conditional probability 
measures and X = L$Z), ( p < co). Since the combination of various measures 
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will be through the D-S theory of integration, it is seen that the measure ,.L 
will also take values in 9” itself, in contrast to the general case where the range 
is %**. 
The preceding work is designed to establish the following: 
THEOREM 5.5. Let {(Q, , ,.?&), n > 0) be a family of measurable spaces and let 
(Q JJ) = xn~o (.C& , &J be their Cartesian product. Suppose for each n > 0, and 
any o-field .98n C XzO Zi , a measurable function Pgn : .J& F+ M(Q, Z), (the 
Banach space of real bounded measurable functions on Sz under the uniform norm) 
is given such that it is a conditional probability measure, i.e., it satis$es properties 
(i)-(iii) and (1) above .l Then there is a unique vector (= conditional probability) 
measure Qgo : Z w M(SZ, Z), such that for any cylinder 
A = .n, x A, x ... x A, x I-P’, 
where 9cnj = i(. za n+l 52, , Ai E & , it satisfies 
Qao(A) = Q?(A, x a*. x A,), (say) 
= j,, Pso(dw,) j,* Pal(dw,) ... jAm Pan-l(dw,). (3) 
Here Pgo : .& F+ M(SZ,Z)is the indicated(vector)measure, and in(3)all the integrals 
are interpreted in the Dunford-Schwartz sense, and the)rst one becomes an abstract 
Lebesgue integral when BLa = {+, Sz,}. 
Remark. The order of integration in (3) is from right to left. The last integral 
gives a 28+r C XyLi Zi , measurable function, i.e., one in M( XyL, Gi ,$+r), 
and hence its w+r section is 21nP1 measurable so that it can be integrated relative 
to P9,-2(.) : z,-, ++ M( x::: Q;2, ,3%-J, and so on. Thus the formula (3) 
makes sense. 
Proof. For each m < n, let mrm, : Xzl 52, w XL1 Qi be the coordinate 
projections and set r% : Sz w x:=, LJni . Then (rr,,> is a compatible family, and 
{Q?}, defined by (3), is also a compatible family of vector measures where 
tip, : XT=, Zi t-+ M(sZ, ,&Jo). In fact Q?(A, x ... x A, x 52,+1 x ... Sz,) = 
:?(A, x ... x A,) because 
s Q,+1 P@m(dw,+l) (me. jon P9.-‘(dc+J) = 1, 
1 More precisely: Pg’lz are vector measures such that (i) P@n(A) is 8’,-measurable, 
for A E L+l , (ii) 0 < Pin(A) < 1, PB~(sZ,+l) = 1, and (iii) Pg~(.) is weakly o-additive, 
or o-additive pointwise and 11 P *m (1 (C&+J < co plus the semi-variation is countably sub- 
additive. In case there is a P,,, : L+l c-+ R+, than Pa* satisfies (1). 
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(PB$2,+,) = 1 all n 3 0 by definition). Hence Q? o r$, = Q? and 
is a projective system of vector measures. To complete the proof, it suffices to 
verify the compactness hypothesis of the preceding result, (or the “pure field” 
hypothesis of the vector version of the Theorem 4.3). 
Since (L$ , & , Psi-l) is a vector measure space, for each i 3 1, it may be 
assumed, for convenience, that these are also complete. [Recall that (L?, 9, p, X) 
with TV : 9 w X is complete, if the positive measure space (L’, 9, 1 ,.L I) is 
complete for the variation measure / p j of ,L] Thus the range of P”n is in 
M(L), Z), which is completely regular. Hence by [9, IV.51 there exists a lifting 
map pn’ on the space of ,&+i measurable functions, and there is a unique lifting 
map h on (Qn+l , &+1, 1 Pan 1) associated with pn’ [9, p. 521, where / Pga / is 
the variation measure of P%n. [Strictly speaking, p’ and p need not exist unless 
1 Psn 1 is a localizable measure. The latter may or may not be the case. However, 
it is known that [7, IV.lOS] there exists a finite positive measure X, associated 
with the vector PBn such that, null sets, completions, etc., of Pam will be inter- 
preted relative to X, . For simplicity, / P*n / is here treated as though it is finite 
on Q,+, , but everything is correct since X, will be substituted in this discussion.] 
Now for i > 1, (Qi , Zi , 1 Pai I) can be made a topological space under the 
topology of the lifting given by (pi(A) : A E &+i}, as in the proof of Corollary 2.3. 
Repeating that argument, if gi+r is the ring of compact sets in &+i , then P”i 
is (inner) regular relative to Vi+i and n&Wn)) C Wm) for m < n, where 
5P) = Xzl qc, a compact class in Xyz, & .The formula (3) implies that Q$ 
is also (inner) regular, because of the similar property of Pgi, 1 < i < 1~. In fact, 
ifA=A, x ... x A,, A,~.L’~andO<e<l,letCiCAi,Ci~~~besuch 
that for all B, C Ai - C, , Bi E Z<, then I/ Pgi-$Bi)jl < E. So C = C, x ... x 
C, E W), A 1 C and for any B C A - C, B is a cylinder, 
(4) 
Since A-C can be expressed as a disjoint union of a finite number (in fact n) 
of cylinders each of which satisfies (4), it follows from this that Qfo(.) is inner 
regular relative to %?(a). Hence by Theorem 5.4, the projective limit (Sz, C, Q#o) 
of the system exists such that p 0 r;’ = Qp for each n. This is precisely the 
assertion of the theorem. 
Remarks. 1. As remarked parenthetically in the proof, once can avoid 
using the lifting map altogether and use the vector version of Theorem 4.3 
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(which was noted above to exist) in exactly the same way the scalar version was 
used in giving an alternate proof of Corollary 2.3 of which Tulcea’s theorem is an 
extension, These details will not be further considered here. 
2. In the above work, if the conditional probabilities were assumed regular, 
the integrals can be treated in the abstract Lebesgue sense. Otherwise, the theory 
of vector measures, a use of the D-S integrals, and an application of the projective 
limit theory become essential. In the regular case, the result was proved by 
C. I. Tulcea (1949) (cf. [16] for details) extending the original proof of Jessen’s. 
Here, moreover, g,, is the u-field generated by X0 ,..., X, where Xi : & h R 
is a given measurable function for each i 3 0. 
3. If P@$A) is a constant (= P,(A)) for each A E &+r , then Q, = i<bl Pi 
is the product measure and the above theorem coincides with the Jessen theorem. 
4. It is clear that one can demand an extension of the above result when 
the projective system is general and not defined by the coordinate mappings. 
Since results 4.2 and 4.3 were noted to have vector analogs (or using a correspond- 
ing known vector analog of Theorem 3.6 in [ 15]), one can obtain a similar result. 
An application. It is instructive to note that the formidable looking Theorem 
5.5 is needed for the following concrete problem of considerable interest in 
inference theory. 
With the same notations as in the theorem, let Xi : .C$ ++ R be a random 
variable (relative to &) and if X = (X0, Xi ,...) and w E.G’ = xT=s sZi, 
w = (w,, , wi ,...), then identify Xn(w), with Xn(wn), and call it the n-th-coor- 
dinate of X(m). If ,P) = X:-r & , and gn is the u-field generated by X,, ,..., X, , 
let P%*-l(.) be symbolically written P(. 1 x,-i ,,.., x,,) : Z, ++ M(Q, Z), and 
Qzo = Qn(. j x0) : LP) tt M(L’, Z) (cf. (3)). Th en it is easy to show that for any 
f : Xzl Qi w R+ which is Zln) measurable, the following formula is valid: 
where all the integrals are to be interpreted in the D-S sense. The infinitesimal 
form of (5) can formally be expressed as 
However, for each x,, ,..., x,-~ , these can be interpreted as scalar measures iff 
the conditional measures are regular. For instance, if .R, = R, , and zl, = Bore1 
u-field of R, then P(* 1 xi ,..., x0) are necessarily regular (relative to the ring of 
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compact sets), and hence these can be considered as scalar measures. In this 
(regular) case, if each P(* 1 xi ,..., x0) is absolutely continuous relative to a 
u-finite p on Zi with density pi( . / xi ,..., xt,), and hence QQn(dx 1 x0) = 
4(x I 4 44x1) ..* 444, then (6) can be expressed, with x,, = 8, as 
a.e. [Pi]. Treating B as a parameter (in 52,,), and 9 as an n-dimensional density, 
formula (7) becomes very useful in problems of inference theory. In general, (7) 
need not be true, even though (5) (or (6)) is valid. This is because the vector 
measure Pai (or P(. 1 xi ,..., x,)), even if it is p-continuous, need not admit 
a Radon-Nikodym derivative since the range of these measures is a nonseparable 
(nonreflexive) adjoint space. Thus some such condition as“regularity”is essential. 
[This answers a question raised by the author in an article in 2. Wuhrscheinlich- 
keitstheorie 5 (1966), 317-355; cf. the question following Eq. (32) on p. 334.1 
This example alone shows a needfor ageneral result such as Theorem5.5. For another 
application of this theorem to the “equivalence or singularity” of conditional 
measures, see [18, Chap. II]. It extends a classical theorem of Kakutani’s (1948), 
Ann. of Math. (2) 49 214-224. 
Comparison. Under certain regularity conditions on Pai, the original theorem 
of Tulcea has been generalized replacing {n,,} mappings by {gas}, of the earlier 
description, by Choksi [3, p. 3321 and D inculeanu [5]. These generalizations 
give two sets of sufficient conditions on P@$*) in order that the system may 
admit a projective limit. The problem also appears to have been considered in 
a detailed treatment in [14], and a related result was discussed in [8]. A general 
study of Radon measures, and of “radonifying” maps, by L. Schwartz [20] is 
also related to the projective limit theory extending it in a different direction. 
An important result of Prokhorov’s [17], as given in Bourbaki [2, p. 521, refers 
to projective systems of topological measure spaces, and the necessary and 
sufficient condition given there has some relationship with the result of Theo- 
rems 4.2 and 4.3. There is a different generalization of the problem, from the 
point of view of category theory by Scheffer [19], and it has some points of 
contact with Theorem 3.7. Another sufficient condition on the measure space, 
of a topological nature, has been obtained by Kirk [ 1 l] and it has certain back- 
ground ideas in common with the sufficiency part of Theorem 4.5. Almost all 
the contemporary work, however, has been done independently by the various 
workers in the field. 
In most of these studies, the ideas have, no doubt, some similarities, but the 
results themselves do not generally overlap. The present paper is an attempt 
to bring the martingale theory closer to the fold of the projective limit theory. 
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Finally, it should be remarked that, with o-finite measures as in [3] and [15]- 
and most of the results of this paper admit this extension as already noted- 
a transfer, and new developments, of the theory of martingales in terms of 
projective limits will be interesting since it aids the understanding of both 
subjects. In this context, the paper [13] will have a special interest. 
[Added in Proof.] An exposition of Kolmogorov’s theorem, and related material, is 
found in [24]. It is related to the work of Section 2, and will be useful in understanding 
Definition 3.5 and Theorem 3.6. Also I received a preprint of [25], which is related to 
Section 3, and contains other extensions; and [26] is related to Theorem 3.7 and is based on 
161. 
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